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ARTICLES: ABSTRACTS AND NOTICES 

Palll Alpers, "Narration in The Faerie Queene," EUf, 44 (1977), 19-39. 

On the evidence of spenser's poem (in its 1590 version), the 
narrator's role cannot be investigated apart from the process of nar
ration. Whatever irony abounds in its sententiae must be seen as 
.vidence of his wit, not of his obtuseness. "The hallmark of Spen
aerian narration is confidence in locutions which are at the same time 
Wlderstood to be provisional." A consequence of these premises is the 
necessity of reading the poem as unfolding in time, labyrinthine in its 
cboreoqraphy rather than visionary or "templar" like The Divine Comedy. 

Like the rhetoric of the poem (discussed in the author's Poetry 
of 'The Faerie Queene'), the narration as characterized above is seen 
to dip badly in the later books: Spenser's confidence is badly shaken 
at tt.es in the 1596 seque~, and so he gives evidence of a narrator who 
is unusually separate from his tale. Responding to the strains he felt 
in his enterprise, Spenser turns at the end from the mode of heroic 
narration towards lyricism, and to the prayer which concludes the Muta
bility Cantos. 

John C. Bean, "Cosmic Order in The Faerie Queene: From Temperance to 
ChaStity," SEL, 17 (1977), 67-79. 

The motion from Book II to Book III of The Faerie Queene is from 
a .. n's to a ~'ld ' i "~U,an s war : from rat1ona1 temperance to a fundamentally 
::~lca1 ~hastity; fr~m a vi~w of the spontaneity of the flesh as shame-

f Y pr1apic to a V1ew of 1t as wonderfully generative; from the Bower 
:or8!~ to the Garden of Adonis. "Married Chastity," for Spenser as 
the b espeare, transcends the Greek view in which temperance escapes 
Prye' urn~ng of bodily appetites: when the "right time" comes (in Northrop 

s p rase), passion will be fulfilled, not repressed. 

Calvin R. EdWards, 
63-88. "The Narcissus Myth in Spenser's Poetry," SP, 74 (1977), 

For Spenser a f " 
precisely ii' s, o~ F1c1no, the energy of the Narcissus myth resides 
"11 and atnthts amb1gU1ty: the reflection is both an image of Narcissus' 
-- his soul. e same :ime an other that lures him away from his real self 
the NarcisBu Amorett1 35 shows the influence of Ficino's reading of 
''If and is :hmyth : the lady tends to be a reflection of the lover's 
~-- ence, by defi ' t ' , f 1 --~t 88 re n1 10n, unattainable as an obJect 0 ove. 
both the apppresents a conflict of Platonic and anti-platonic desires: 
on th"'tica~~ance and the reality are sought. Often Narcissus takes 

y appropriate associations with Tantalus. 

4r In The Faerie Q 
ea.tnq of h 1 ueene, Britomart compares herself with Narcissus, 

91v.s the ide~~'f~ver first as a mirror image; and Glauce's ovidian lore 
~ Ros. onward

1 1~ation additional resonances. (From the R9mance of 
terary treatm:~t ~~cissus is seen to have been a convention in the 

love). But Britomart goes out in search for her 
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love, turning away from the mirror. Marinell (love as threat to th 
self) is, then, the true Narcissus of Book III. Britomart's Victor

e 

over Marinell thus represents an internal victory against the temptY_ 
tion to withdraw into self. a 

An overshadowing irony in Spenser is that Narcissus, the image of 
sterile self-love, is himself located in the Garden of Adonis, the s 
of all life. ource 

Lawrence Goldstein, "Immortal Longings and 'The Ruines of Time,'" JEGP, 
7S (1976), 337-351. 

Spenser and Browne are examined as Renaissance writers who treat 
human dreams of immortality. In Urne Buriall, Browne expresses a degen
erationist philosophy which considers all forms of "mummification" both 
futile and impious. Though he has an antiquary's regard for the seduc
tive charm of pagan monuments, he casts a coldly ironic eye on all su
perfluous mourning over ruins. By contrast, Spe~ser's Ruines of Time 
is a prime example of the "mummy-making sensibility": he celebrates 
not only the immortality provided by offspring but also that offered 
by the poet. And although butterflies (beautiful heroes, beautiful 
poems) awaken anxiety in a poet who is constantly aware of envy in his 
surroundings, they remain the subject of his songs. Even in his Vewe 
of Ireland, Spenser is ready to opt for violent, tyrannical action as 
a necessary price for lasting glory. Finally, however, Spenser joins 
with Browne (in the Mutability Cantos) when he sees the inevitable 
brevity of all forms in this life; only art can provide lasting memo
rials. 

Hugh MacLachlan, ·'In the Person of Prince Arthur': Spenser ian Magnifi
cence and the Christian Tradition," U~, 46 (1976/7), 125-146. 

Aquinas is argued not to be a Spenserian 'source' for the concept 
of magnificence because he rejects a general definition (not unlike 
Spenser's) for a more special one. The relation of magnificence and 
magnanimity is then traced, and three strains are identified: Aristo
telian, Ciceronian, and 'remedial virtue.' (Aquinas is seen to syn
thesize the first two; and works like Chaucer's Parson's Tale, the 
latter two.) 

For Cicero the two terms are seen to be more nearly interchangeable: 
magnificence giving some emphasis to the great public deed; magnanimity 
to the facilitating mental set. In the sixteenth century both Aristo
telian and Ciceronian traditions of magnificence are popular; but Stoic 
organization of virtues is most popular, and this necessitated accommo
dation to the Ciceronian definition of magnificence. spenser's concept 
of magnificence is shown to stand in this Ciceronian tradition, with its 
Stoic (as opposed to Aristotelian) origins, and its insistence on the 
execution of great deeds. 



Ilcbal:d Mallette, "Poet and Hero in Book VI of 'The Faerie Queene',· 
,72 (1977), 257-267. 
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Considered as Spenser's fullest treatment of the poetic imagination, 
look VI of The Faerie Queene derives its harmony from discrete particu
lar. of language and incident rather than from a larger and more comfor
table architectonics. The flower metaphor in the proem entails an asso
ciation between the flourishing of virtue in Antiquity and the flourishing 
bM9ination of the poet; in both cases the visible flowering is the 
bur.ting-forth of an inner richness. For calidore, the use of sight is 
a prt.e preoccupation: the act of seeing is mentioned some twenty-four 
tiM. in the Tristram episode alone. And for the climactic vision on 
Acidale, physical sight must be informed by in-sight. Similarly, other 
bMges like 'mind' or 'heart' are spatially developed, with an emphasis 
on hidden, inner truth. The pastoral cantos, and especially the vision 
on Acidale, move toward a glimpse of the union of inner and outer beau
ti... Colin's maid is a 'patterne' of the Gloriana who has directed 
the poea, as Colin himself is a pattern of the poet who celebrates her. 
!be attempt to discover the hidden nursery of virtue within oneself 
and in the past of the race, the awkward process of making virtue a 
pert of fallen experience, is the aim of the courteous man and the mission 
of the responsible poet. 

lliaa Nelson, "From 'Listen Lordings' to 'Dear Reader'," UTQ, 46 (1976/7), 110-125. 

is The easy separation of oral and written traditions of composition 
tr~~1i~ted by ~he tradition of reading aloud. The history of this 
...... _ on 1.n Class1.cal and Medieval times is traced briefly and some 
-enations foIl .. . . 
~ f ow on l.ts contl.nuance well l.nto the Renal.ssance. The 
at .. ___ ? oral performance is argued to be germane to understanding 
-7 S Arcadia r . i. . oa.."- evl.S ons, and impll.cations for study of The Faer~e 

.- are suggest d. . -.bedded e. readl.ngs dependent on close comparisons and 
t.1.,.) vo~:erologies that a listening public (here hinted to be norma
.. CUrioSit. not be able to follow must be considered valuable primarily 1.es. 

R. Pichaske "Th . 
is of F i ' e Faer~e Queene IV. ii and iii: Spenser and the 

r endship," SEL, 17 (1917), 81-93. 

~ -Cantos two d . 
~ friend b an three of Book IV show not so much how true men 
Ile..nts of pS l~t how friendship itself comes into being •••• • 
~ all shawn a~ 1.ne, Aristotelian, and Platonic ideas of friendship 
~~ reading. ~hbe present, and no one strain alone can provide a 
~~an lOVe (Ofe ~ree brothers represent the three kinds of Aris
~vU9h the thr kl.n, of women, of friend), but the progression 
~ PrinCiple e; is more Platonic. Agape stands as a kind of static 

8C111ething ~ct ~ove, which is transformed by cambell's Christianity 
1.Ve and particular. Two interlocking allegories are 
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traced, the attendant ambiguities preventing overly schematic Corr 
dences: on one level Agape and her children allegorize love of p espon_ 

arent and kin; on another, the progression of types. 

Peter L. Stambler, "The Development of Guyon's Christian Temperance," 
ELR,7 (1977),51-89. 

In Book II of The Faerie Queene, sp~ns~r presen~s an Aristotelian 
"classical" hero who develops into a Chr~st~an champ~on. Consequentl 

, t t t' Y, neither Aristotelian analysis nor Christian ~n erpre a ~on can provide 
an exclusive, thorough reading of the poem. When Guyon begins his 
quest, he is embued with moral qualities -- an innate inclination 
towards temp rance, courtesy, reasonableness, and self-reliance __ 
which define his adherence to Aristotle . The poem tests and repudi
ates these qualities, replacing them with faith, humility, a recogni
tion of his common frailty, and dependence on God. Before Guyon learns 
Christian temperance (virtue engaged in radical action on behalf of 
the absolute principle of God's word), he flounders in his attempt to 
apply Aristotle's sliding rational principle of establishing a mean 
between deficient and excessive behavior. Only after his reconstruc_ 
tion can he approach the Bower of Bliss with a thoroughly justified 
and non-Aristotelian "rigour pittilesse." [Po L. S.] 

Matthew Tosello, I.M.C., "Spenser's Silence About Dante," SEL, 17 (1977), 
59-66. 

Although Spenser never mentions Dante by name, he seems almost 
certain to have been familiar with the Commedia and with the literary 
"quarrel over Dante." A survey of contemporary English references to 
Dante, along with a consideration of possible Spenserian parallels to 
Dantesque phrases or contexts, illustrates the high probability of 
Spenser's awareness of the Italian. Furthermore, a possible explana
tion for his silence about Dante emerges from the fact that the Puritans, 
especially in the Marprelate tracts, had claimed Dante as a kindred 
spirit. As a poet defending the establishment, Spenser may have decided 
to avoid any overt identification with his great allegorical predecessor. 

SPENSER AT KALAMAZOO (1977) 

For the second year in a row David A. Richardson (Cleveland 
State) has organized a successful special session on Spenser at the 
Medieval Institute's annual meeting held 6-8 May 1977 at Western Mich
igan University in Kalamazoo. As the title of the program, Spenser: 
Classical, Medieval, Renaissance, and Modern, suggests the papers cover 
a wide range; but upon closer examination the diversity is less radical 
than one might expect. Once again FQ is the focal point for most of 
the papers, with the emphasis this year on Books I, V, VI. Some of 
Spenser's minor works are treated (D'Orsay W. Pearson's "HHT: spenser's 
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Myth of the Golden Age in a Fallen World" is notable here), but on the 
¥bole they are the works that generally receive scholarly attention: 
Spenaer's more neglected works remain neglected. Several topics present 
th ... elves over and over again, although in diverse contexts. Concern 
with the definition of terms, especially as they apply to Spenser, is 
.. ident in more than one paper. Those all too slippery terms, allegory 
and neoplatonism, receive special attention: one emerging interest seems 
to be the role of the reader or viewer in relation to the allegory. The 
relationship of myth to society and to Spenser's allegorical poem can 
be Hen as one aspect of this problem: Humphrey Tonkin's "FO as an 
Attitude of Mind: Same Thoughts on Myth in Elizabethan Literature and 
Society· is particularly enlightening on the subject. The related 
problems, how Spenser uses his source material and what constitutes 
eource and what analogue, form on several occasions the basis of the 
exchange between author and commentator, for example that between Carol 
Barthel and Walter R. Davis and that between John C. Ulreich, Jr., 
&ad John Webster. Perhaps one of the most thought provoking papers 
is Rawdon Wilson's on characterization in FO and the most perverse 
(in an entirely delightful sort of way) Michael Holahan's on the endings 
of Chaucer's and Spenser's unfinished poems. 

The general co-ordinator, David A. Richardson (Cleveland State), 
~lthe program.co-ordinator, Russell Meyer (Univ. of Missouri), as 
11lioo&8 the c~~rm~n ~f the four sessions -- Mark Rose (Univ. of 
Rag is), Al~ce M~sk~in (Yale Univ.), Anne Shaver (Denison Univ.), 

ffer Kuin (York Univ.) -- are all to be congratulated for their 
• orts in bri . abo proceedi .ng~ng ut this exciting Spenserian Academy. The 
lied' IngS w~ll be published on microfiche as Spenser: Classical, 

~ev. , Renaiss d 
distribution ance~ an Hodern (1977), and will be ready for 
intere t by the m~ddle of June. This is indeed a volume that should 
1natit:tire~der~ of SpN, as an addition either to their own or their 
POSSible on shl~brary. The following summaries, based as much as 

on t e author' . . Dot begin t s own words, touch only on ma1n po1nts and do 
the twelv 0 reflect the wealth of scholarly material to be found in 

e papers and their corresponding commentaries. 

1. O'Orsa W 
th ·"HT. S Y . Pearson (Univ. of Akron) opened the proceedings 
~s t~t cP7~~e7'S Myth of the Golden Age in a Fallen World." She 
IIytb of Astra r1 ~c~sm of HHT has not properly assessed the impact the 
-4 ea, the virgi dd' . 

PQea With Queen . n go ess of Justice connected 1n pageant 
lIow-.ent. The Gol E11zabeth I, has upon both the poem's meaning and 

2' a. it is to F den Age myth is as central to an understanding of 
lOcial critici ~ V. Spenser Uses two techniques in developing his 
altion. of the~ ~~ HHT: 1. a series of imp~icit and explicit defi
L. lC:YOn period .0 . en Age, Which fall short of the ethical ideal of a 
~a. 1 ~n ~llo tem. . or e eqiac to eulo' . pore: 2. man1pulation of tone, Wh1Ch ranges 
1&_~2' i. a world fg~st1c to satiric and finally to vatic. The world 
::-'tationa. Th 0 ~ron and even the yeoman and courtier have their 
...... e courtier . no indicati ~s a golden world in himself, but the poet 

on that he can transform either court or commonwealth 
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into a contemporary Golden Age. In order to restore order the sYmbo 
of royal rule, the lion, must be awakened; but the lion is a king 1 
beasts in a kingdom of beasts: an iron-age monarch in an iron-ageOf 
world, not a goddess of justice returned. In his reply, "Aesthet' 
Values in HHT," Gerald J. Gross (Penn State) poses five questions~c 
1. whether every reference to the world not being as it should be m 
be linked to the image of "Golden Age/Iron Age"; 2. whether in HHT ust 
the Golden Age topos exists only as a metaphor for Eden; 3. whether 
Spenser is indeed satirizing the courtier; 4. whether the absence of 
a reference to Astraea or the Golden Age at the end of the poem 
undercuts the importance of that theme for the poem; 5. whether our 
attitude toward the manner of the lion's reform at the end of the POem 
supports the assertion that the poem ends on a satiric note. Gross 
answers no to questions 1, 3, 5; possibly to question 2; and yes to 
question 4. He then discusses the poem's aesthetic value, especially 
spenser's use of irony and paradox. 

2. "The Concept of 'Character' in FQ" by Rawdon Wilson (Univ. 
of Melbourne) argues that characterization in Spenser is a more complex 
issue than most of his readers have perceived. On the one hand, 
Spenser's characters embody thought in especially clear ways and 
there is a precise correspondence between the description of characters 
and the ideas for which they stand. On the other hand, they may be 
analyzed by using methods derived from the study of the novel but 
applicable to all narrative. The latter approach clarifies both Spen
ser's concept of narrative method and his conscious relationship to 
Renaissance literary tradition. The analysis of character in other 
than allegorical terms indicates that Spenser stands within a long 
tradition of narrative method that stems from the OVidian method of 
"split awareness" by which a character is defined in terms of intense 
moments of interior conflict between opposed values. In Spenser 
"split awareness" defines the type of experience his characters 
undergo, but it is adapted to meet the needs of his narrative form. 
The conflict of values is externalized, latent in the experience 
rather than in the mind of the character. James Fitzmaurice (Northern 
Arizona Univ.) in "Non-continuous Experience ..... agrees that Spenser's 
methods of characterization are not so very far from preceding tech
niques and ties Spenser to later practitioners of the art. He con
tends that at the heart of this connection is the idea of blocks of 
experience, i.e. characterization is largely a matter of the presen
tation of significant moments in the fictional life of a fictional 
being. If the prerequisites simply include that a character be consis
tent and be examined in depth within blocks, then Spenser can be 
connected with more recent methods of characterization. 

3. In "FQ as an Attitude of Mind: Some Thoughts on Myth in 
Elizabethan Literature and Society," Humphrey Tonkin (Uni v. of Penn
sylvania) considers the cultural context of Spenser's poem, why it 
embodied the myths it did, and how these myths reflected back on the 
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eoclety from which they derived. The Elizabethan age was permeated with 
.,th. presided over by a monarch who was herself the focal point of its 
.,th-aakinq, fascinated with the relationship between its own fictions 
ad the realities they masked. Exploring the "interface" between poli
tical ICtion and fiction as this manifests itself in the Elizabethan 
~t, Tonkin discusses in detail the progress of Elizabeth I on 14 
JanuAry 1559 and notes that Elizabeth's participation in the action 
~er acceptance of the English Bible) demonstrates her willingness to 
let out her mythic role. He also observes that the movement of the 
~t is reminiscent of the players' movement from scaffold to 
8C&ffold in the medieval playing place, the heroes' progress in the 
10. or the reader's progress through the rhetorical structures of SC. 
lailt into all is the active participation of the reader or onlooker 
.. interpreter. The pageant reinforces ideology by reminding the 
Y1 Ie of the myths that underlie that ideology. but the relationship 
between present and past is reciprocal. It is as much the expression 
of a wish as it is the expression of a perceived reality. This can be 
fOUDd in the 16th century's great allegorical poems. In FO. Spenser 
el"ated myth to the level of structural principle and made the reading 
Of ro a process of acculturation and socialization for the Elizabethan ::urtier • Waldo F. McNeir (Univ. of Oregon) in "Spenser and the Myth 

Queen Elizabeth" agrees that Elizabeth I was both the subject of her 
:: IIYth and an active participant in its furtherance. He notes that 
-rth IIYth of Queen Elizabeth had its origins in the carefully CUltivated 
IGrk,°!n!h: union 0: the red rose of Lancaster and the white rose of 
Of thou h hat. as 1S characteristic in the growth of myth. one system 
beth'a q t evolves from and develops those which precede it. Eliza
CDDtextau.mer progresses also furthered her personal cult. In this 

, MCNeir discu th . 1575 and sses e enterta1nments at Kenilworth 9-27 July 
~ .. at Woodstock later that summer. According to Renaissance 
Of ... - : _ art and letters had an important role to play in the service - ... a_teo thi . . 

artists ~hr s expla1ns the labors of humanists. poets. historians, 
cIr alleqia oughout Europe to create rulers as an image or myth to 
to 14e&lhe Enclie • Spenser did more than any other writer of the age 

zabeth. 

........ 4. CarOl Barth 1 ( . 
~taa the W e Un1v. of Wisconsin) in "Prince Arthur and 

t eaver· The Re . 
the ltni9ht-f~i . na1ssance Dream of the Fairy Queen" observes 

t for Sir Tho ry m1stress motif was well-worn when Chaucer chose 
pas and that Shak' . to an EliZabeth espeare g1ves the dream of the fa1ry 

... tiona how Spe an Sir Thopas, Bottom the weaver in HND. She 
- a-. nser, a contem . i 1 lIC:er. Could t' l ' porary of Shakespeare and a d1sc p e 
..:v ~'s hackne1~e h1s most serious work Fa and give the ludicrous 

eat. that in FOYS dream to Prince Arthur. The answer she frames 
• QQdabaaed ide ~nser tries to recapture something of the origi
lo~ serio:s~ h~ in~ercourse with a world of the spirit. 

nqer lines of t~SS 15 ach1eved by various poetic means: using 
the experience : Spe~serian stanza, refining and intellectual-

, OCUS1ng on the experiencer rather than on the 
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experienced, modernizirl9 the literary idea of the romance quest. y 
all this is embodied in a fiction that is self-consciously mediev let 
Put to poetic use this medieval world embodies an imagined era Of

a 
. 

simplicity and innocence. Spenser must have been aware of the abs 
dity of dealing seriously with the knight-fairy mistress motif, bu~r
Spenser can smile at the romance material whose resources he is ser'_ 
ously exploiting. Walter R. Davis (Univ. of Notre Dame) in his ~ 
"Commentary ••• " begins by stating that Arthur's dream is neither so 
nor allusion for FO I.ix. Davis then goes on to cite E. D. Hirsch,~rce 
distinction between meaning and significance and observes that alle
gory for some is a matter of finding meaning, for others a matter of 
laying out significance. Spenser's Reformation context would indicat 
that he conceives of allegorical reading as a matter of drawing out e 
significances rather than discovering meaning. Spenser, in using the 
outmoded Arthurian and other romance material, is calling attention 
to his lowly materials in order to make the reader seek the signifi
cance he gave them. This is what Spenser is doing in his most direct 
borrowing from Chaucer, the completion of SqT in FO IV. 

5. The purpose of John C. Ulreich, Jr. (Univ. of Arizona) in 
"'For Profite of the Ensample': Spenser Moralizing his Song" is two
fold: to analyze Spenser's use of medieval (and othe~ materials in 
order to suggest a working definition of his allegorical method. 
Toward that end he examines two Spenserian ensamples: the Fradubio 
story as an adaptation of Ariosto's Orlando Furioso VI.27 ff and the 
pageant of the Seven Sins as a rearrangement of Dante's ordering of 
the seven sins. He concludes that in both ensamples a given matter 
has been digested into a new form; therefore, Spenser's allegory is 
characterized by a certain formal activity, which can be distinguished 
as synthetic. Spenser makes his meanings allegorically, giving reso
nance to images by makirl9 them speak. Ulreich characterizes this speaking 
as primarily psychic rather than ethical or moral. In his reply, "The 
Beast of Comparison: Analogue and Source," John Webster (Univ. of 
Washington) agrees with Ulreich that Spenser tends to rework the tra
ditions from which he borrows and that part of this reworking is to 
make the text such that the reader is brought to interact with the 
poem in a more immediate way than is likely in earlier poetry. He 
also agrees with Ulreich's treatment of the Fradubio episode; but he 
has reservations about Ulreich's treatment of the Seven Sins, mainly 
because Dante is an analogue, not a source. 

6. In "'Swich fyn ••• Swich fyn'" Senses of Ending in Chaucer 
and Spenser," Michael Holahan (Southern Methodist Univ.) discusses 
four well-known "places": in Chaucer, the conclusion to Troilus and 
Criseyde and the retraction at the close of The Canterbury Tales; in 
Spenser, the envoi to SC and the fragmentary canto viii of The Muta
bility Cantos. Beginning with the issue of literary influence as a 
special instance of both continuity and change in time, Holahan pro
gresses to a discussion of the spatial distinction between a lower 
world of time and a higher world of eternity. The two matters illumi-
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Date • trait common to both writers, the qualified or unresolved ending. 
lD the last stage of his argument Holahan discriminates between the 
~inative humility of Chaucer and that of Spenser and offers this in 
~ as a model of larger distinctions between Chaucer's late medieval 
lad spenser's high renaissance imagination. Doctrine is seen as the 
outer liait of Chaucer's work, the hope of absolute vision as the outer 
lJait of Spenser's work. Geoltgia Ronan Crampton (Portland State Univ.) 
believes that Holahan makes valuable observations and that his paper 
CDDatitutes a tactful opposition to Harold Bloom's treatment of in flu
ece. Her own interest in endings is more conventional. Spenser and 
Chaucer both compose subtle, complex closures, spreading out before the 
~ence several endings, like sections of a fan. Endings are probably 
.. t rewarding when they are poem-specific; however, many medieval poems 
~ ~re or less interchangeably in a formulaic prayer for salvation. 

used by a fictional teller, this conventionalized ending captures 
fOr the fictional world the audience's real fears and hopes about death 
IDe! salvation. 

7. In -Luther's Warriors and Spenser's Knights" William A • 
.... iona (Georgia State Univ.) concentrates on one term in Luther's 
theology, Billichkeit or equity, and shows how its structuring of 
~i9Uity of action leads to a concept of heroism that can be gener
:. y de.onstrated in Spenser's knights. ' Luther's term helps illumi
al~ th~ meaning Of. labor in time by showing how the trivial event 
Chri.ti or that equ1ty enveloping all justice and works for the 
-.c:b an redemption of time. In Spenser's "polyphonic narra ti ve" 
~~nt, no matter how trivial, is open to the possibilities of 
."ty Th

on • To be a hero is to endure, survive, and transform trivi-
~. e med' 1 bai &Doth 1eva concept of trial has a new focus and the new knight 

egory Jer ~r~pective toward his time of labor and the heroic act. 
strictly ~pW~!k1n (Univ. of Toronto) finds the notion of Billichkeit 
• alao aai~t ~able only to the knights and adventures of FQ V and VI. 
triYiality w.&1thns that pains must be taken not to confuse imagistic 
be 1 true tr ' . l' 
~ being t ted 1V1~ 1ty of incident. There are as many cases of 

urgency ase:h on the1r ability to endure trials of great import 
n then dis ere are examples of their sufferance of the trivial. 

tice Spense cdusses the Knights Templar as background to the careful 
~ roes equ't . with the h' t 1 Y 1n FQ V and VI. He parallels Red Cross's 

!ar, "--mon 1~ ory of the Templars and finds in FQ II a fugitive 
l __ .after Pictu~ew ~.SUp~lies the first half of a flattering before
~r-knights dis~.1Ch.1s balanced in FQ V where the Elizabethan 

1ngu1sh themselves. 
8. In"p 

to defin arameters of Co to f e COUrtesy b . urtesy" Alice Fox (Miami Univ.) attempts 
.~ elements. y r~dUc1ng the discussion of that virtue in FQ VI 
.. ry . gent1l't • She test 1 y of birth, society's assessments, sex, and 

ter s each to det· . and finds 'th ermlne wh1ch of them Spenser saw as a 
• of COurtesy nse1 er birth nor society's assessments are para-

Co • ex and llrtesy consi t mystery are, however, parameters of cour-
s s of men and women acting in accord with their 
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human limitations. Lorna Irvine (American Univ.) agrees that n . 
birth nor the assessments of society can be considered as parame~ther 
of courtesy, but disagrees that sexual determinism is a paramet

e 
ers 

. er of courtesy. Spenser, she asserts, quest~ons sexual determinism. Soc' 
however, does tend to assess men and women according to sex; but fr~~ty, 
quently such assessments prove faulty, largely because they obscu 
the judging of those virtues important to men and women alike. Ire 
VI, anyone who disavows humility and generosity becomes an unkind

n 
FQ 

human being. Recognition of a common humanity responsible to a su 
being overrides sexual distinction, because the limits of human popreme 

in general are established in terms of the parameter of mystery. wer 

9. Elizabeth H. Hageman (Univ. of New Hampshire) in "In Prais 
of Poet's Wit: Spenser and the Sister Arts" states that Spenser is

e 

concerned to show how his art overgoes the art of the painter or 
sculptor. His reference to the paragone, or dispute between the 
sister arts, in the Proem to FO III is probably one of the earliest 
English examples of a topas that derives from the art theory of the 
Italian Renaissance. In the Proem to FO III, Spenser addresses the 
problem of the artist who fears no art can portray Elizabeth's excel
lence and proves he can outdo the painter not by painting a picture, 
but by using the trick of his own trade -- verbal wit. In his reply, 
Michael L. Donnelly (Kansas State Univ.) indicates that Hageman's 
paper evokes for him several questions of two different sorts, one 
largely historical, fictional and the other aesthetic, theoretical. 
First, how did the paragone get into England; what evidence is there 
that Spenser read theoretical justifications of the painter's art? 
Second, just how aware was Spenser of what the vis al arts in his 
time could do in expressing emotion and thought purely through visi
bilia? In FO III Proem, 2, wss Spenser merely defending his art 
conventionally? Furthermore, the paragone is not clearly a genre; 
it appears more like a topas, imbedded in various kinds of works. 
Spenser's most convincing contributions to the paragone are in the 
ekphrastic passages where he is not participating formally in the 
debate, but where he is implicitly challenging comparison with the 
visual arts. 

10. In "spenser's Anti-Neoplatonism" Jerome S. Dees (Kansas State 
Univ.) argues that Spenser's Neoplatonic ideas and images are presen
ted so as to convey a negative, at best ambivalent, attitude toward 
them. Not only does the development of the singer's voice in 4 Hymnes 
embody an ambivalent rejection of Neoplatonic love which is consistent 
with that of the controversial dedicatory epistle, but a corresponding 
ambivalence also exists in Spenser's treatment of Florimell in FO 111-
IV. In each case the narrative rhetorical thrust of the poem is toward 
effects which the image of beauty has on its beholders, and these effects 
consistently lead us to reject some fundamental premises underlying the 
Neoplatonic philosophy of love. Elizabeth Bieman (Univ. of Western onta
rio) in "Neoplatonism: The Ghost in spenser's Fictions" finds problelllS 
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th DeeS's use of the term "Neoplatonism" and believes that what Oees 
f1llll. Spenser rejecting is not "Neoplatonism," but rather a courtly, 
.. trarc:h&n "Bemboism". She argues for a fuller understanding of the 
bnNdth of the Neoplatonic tradition in the Renaissance and sketches 
aat what she would range under the label "Neoplatonism." She concludes: 
1. Spenser is not repudiating Neoplatonism when he makes the conventional 
... ture of retraction in the third of the 4 Hymnes; 2. Oees in discussing 
~ auffers from the tendency of those who look too long at vertical 
~s to see things polarized in terms of upper and lower, and not 
.. they truly are -- a dynamic circuitry in which each can participate 
1D the pattern of the All; 3. Spenser in his tales of the two Florimells 
La not parodying or satirizing Neoplatonism, but rather is making use 
of Platonic commonplaces in satirizing the lust that mistakes the 
~c:e of beauty for the Reality. 

11. In "Spenser's Epith as Verbal Charm" Suzanne H. MacRae (Univ. 
of Arkansas) argues that analysis of the diction patterns of Epith 
~ls that Spenser constructed the work as a complex magical charm, 
aUdlar in magical function to OE charms. Spenser's role as priest 
lad prophet accords with the ancient function of poets as divine inter
-.diators. To create the incantatory tone of the poem, Spenser uses 
• aajority of;- t' ., ~ ~pera 1ve verbs. Spenser's last techn1que of mag1cal 
-.rdta~on lies in symmetrical yet progressive structure. Working out
bal. ... r:; ~e ~wo center stanzas U2., ·.13), Spenser creates symmetrical 
Rleatt (Uni nk1ng stanzas 11-14, 10-15, and so on to 1-24. A. Kent 
~th is :f of wester~ Ontario) in his "CollUl\entary ••• " states that 
0IIr pr oundly unl1ke OE charms. An OE charm exists to affect 

"Orld; Spense 
~ nd r assumes the rhetorical role of a creator of a new 
~.r:ed a.new heaven for various purposes, none of which is literally 
~fact W~th the actual material creation of anything but a wordish 
faDction~ pel nser does not function as a magus in creating Epith; he 

on y as if he 
t ataply be were a magus. Furthermore, one cannot conclude 

~tor H cause Spenser used imperatives he saw himself as a .divine 
• Ost epith 1 . 

~rtions of' a ~1a all the way back to Catullus contain large 
.... Final! UIIperat1ves. Later writers of epithalamia do much the 
~l. And P y, on.the matter of matching stanzas by beginning in the 
as roceed1ng seri t ' • POSsibility b a 1m.to beginning and end, Hieatt sees this 

"tched in d' ut prefers h1s own arrangement in which stanzas 1-12 
1rect numerical sequence with stanzas 13-24. 

he 12. EliZabeth W 
ill try: Virginia Wooif~omeroy (Huntington Library) in "Intense Ray of 

tehst in FO i s Reading of Spenser" observes that Woolf's 
~liat WOOlf r

s
. the affective experience of reading the poem. As a --"le a1ses part ' 1 And regrets th t 1CU ar questions of characterization and 

~~e never quit: r~penser's characters are never really embodied 
~~e refreshing and 1se to th: surface. Woolf finds Spenser's 

t.pression of ~n~ wear1ness in the reading redeemed by the 
iog light. Sha un1f1ed poetic world filled with intense and 
~ fiction_ a ~ a~so responds to the qualities which set apart 

- yr1C vein, power of suggestion, diffuse but strong 
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illumination of human experience, etc. In her response, "Allego . 
The Missing Link" Susan R. Gorsky (Cleveland State Univ.) feels ~. 
Pomeroy has glossed over an important connection between Woolf andat 

Spenser, i.e. allegory. Woolf is not only aware of allegory; sh 
delights in it. At the very least, her extensive symbolism appr

e 

allegory. This is especially apparent in The Years and Between ~~~he8 
Acts. 

Cherie Ann Haeger 
Gannon College 

Spenser: Classical, Medieval, Renaissance and Modern (1977): 
Single microfiche copies are available @ SUS 2.50; two or 
more copies @ $2.00. Send order with payment (check or money 
order payable to Cleveland State University) to 

Spenser Proceedings 
c/o Department of English -- UT 1812 
Cleveland State University 
Cleveland, Ohio 44115 USA 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

The 1977 MLA Convention in Chicago will contain a Special Session on 
the teaching of Spenser to undergraduates, chaired by Paul L. Gaston, 
Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, Edwardsville Illinois 
62026. Professor Gaston is planning a panel discussion, with the 
following panelists: Judith H. Anderson, Donald Cheney, A. Kent 
Hieatt, Robert Kellogg, Thomas P. Roche. 

* * * 
Among the new books scheduled for review in the Fall issue of SpN 
is James Nohrnberg's The Analogy of The Faerie Queene (Princeton). 
Mr. Nohrnberg is preparing a list of substantive errors, and would 
appreciate any suggestions for his list, to be sent to him at 
Dept. of English, University of Virginia, Wilson Hall, Charlottesville, 
Va. 22903. We shall publish this list in the Fall issue. 

DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS 

Fuller descriptions of these dissertations may be found in DAI; SpN 
provides here only portions of the authors' abstracts. Copies of the 
dissertations themselves may be purchased through University MicrofiUu; 
see a recent issue of DAI for current prices and ordering information. 
When dissertations are reported prior to their publication by Univer
sity Microfilms, their order numbers and DAI citation will appear in 
a subsequent issue of SpN. 
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abell, Jane Elizabeth, spenser's 'Modest Merimake': Aspects of the 
a-dy in The Faerie Queene. University of Toronto, 1976. "This 
.~ explores the workings of Spenserian comedy: its stylistic modes, 
lad its reflections on epic themes. The comic qualities in FO belong 
to an overall humanist vision of life and art. This larger scheme of 
thing., with its humanist emphasis on man's perfectability, provides 
• per8peCtive on Spenser's commitment to delightful comedy. In order 
to ~ne fairly neglected material, I have not only approached these 
e1.-enta from a historical-critical perspective, but I have also stu
died the material within the structure of the whole of FO. The epi
eod .. discussed are patterned according to the movement from the 
~. abstract nature of Books I and II toward the less theoretical, 
and .acre exemplary, later books. Separate chapters emphasize the 
contribution of popular folklore and the issue of decorum in lang
GIg.. Together, the chapters indicate that no matter which critical 

oaches one pursues, the comic qualities of Spenser's verses are 
of .. jor significance. The middle chapter, on the comic mother motif, 
-.pbuizes the central importance of this figure in the romance-epic." 

Preake, Douglas. Speech in The Faerie Queene: 'Faire Feeling Words.' 
Yerdtyof Toronto, 1977. "This dissertation has three aims: to 

8CUa. Spenser's attitudes, as revealed in FO, towards the proper 
of speech i i ch it i n so: ety, and, conversely, towards the misuse. of 
~ i s suscept~ble; to look at the actual use of dialogue in the 
ty ton ~rder to dete~ine its characteristics and judge its suitabil

of Poetryc :racter and situation; and to discuss the poem as a "Defence 
".hat by cont ' , lYing th a~n~ng representations of false poets and by 

hi9beat fo e ~ture of the true poet, shows the value of poetry as the 
tic l1II 0 Speech. Both speech and poetry are discussed as 

~'s~~rns in FO. The opening chapter of the thesis deals with 
~ibes thew ?f the nature of words and finds that he most often 

ity of em ~n terms of magic and medicine. It is the "feeling" 
vords their ab' I' t ~thy arne ' ~ ~ y to touch the heart and establish bonds 

the knights :;dm: n , th~t,Spenser values most. The conversation 
to aid others with he ~b~l~ty of figures such as Arthur and Guyon 
to bind together grac~ous speech are means by which speech operates 
"a_~roes of th the SOCiety of the virtuous, which comprises not only 
~ng the cen:r ~em bu~ the narrator and the reader as well. 

GIll b through ind ~ ,sechon of the thesis, which traces the theme of 
y ~natrates ~v~dual books, there are chapters on Arthur, who not 
1ft but also ornest consistently the use of speech as a tool of social 

look I, as ~rates throughout the poem, in Books II and V as well 
aa.. latter chapter ~ Symbol and defender of God's Word, and on poetry. 

tltute a Contin~~ concerned to show that the proems to each book 
ty, Of POetry ~~g argument about the nature, and particularly the 

analogous toa~t~~~ndicate how the narrator uses speech, in a 
Of characters and t s Use of speech, to express sympathy with 

the dlssertati 0 address his Faerie Queene. The central sec
on explores the themes of speech and poetry in 
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each book of FO ••• The last chapter of the thesis attempts to d 
two general questions about the nature of speech as used in FO: :1 With 
of vision in a construction made of words and the particular qualie p~ 
words that allegory draws upon." ties Of 

Gandy, Thomas Jack. A Studg of Theme and Stgle in Edmund Spenser' 
heardes Calender. Texas Christian University, 1976. DAI, 37:364~Shep-. 
No. 76-26,972, 120 pages. "This work focuses on the artistic as • Order 
SC by examining prosody, diction, metaphor, and structure in ter!ects of 
Renaisaance concept of decorum. In his introductory letter to th S of the 
E.K. praises Spenser for his "dewe observing of Decorum." In Spee WOrk, 

nser'a 
hands, however, the traditio~al concept of decorum is modified by th 
addi tiona 1 principle of experimental variety. Wi thin the context f e 
structural and thematic framework of the poem, the prosodic and ve;b ~e 
complexities are quite in keeping with the principle of decorum." a 

Gupta, Ashis. The Ironies of Moral Experience in Spenser's Faerie Que 
Boston University, 1976. DAI, 37:l563-64A. Order No. 76-21,283, 210 :::. 
"FO sets forth Spenser's moral universe. It represents an elUsiVe viai ea. 
whose apparently benign and dependable solidity vanishes as one moVea oa 
closer to it. As soon as one begins to enjoy a presence within this uni
verse, one realizes its countless dangers and challenges. The SOlidity 
is illusory. The particular approach of this study treats Spenser's poet_ 
not as the result of an interaction between the poet and the real world -, 
but as a process of interaction between the two from which emerges a ~ 
tinually changing, rather than a stable and acquired, reality ••• Spenser'a 
reiterative narrative pattern has often been recognized as simple. But 
the simplicity is deceptive. The difficulties grow in number and campl.
ity as one crisis after the other is faced and resolved. Even the out
comes of progressive episodes tend to be increasingly perplexing and .mi
valent. Each crisis is subjected to a searching analysis, at every p~ 
of which the poet appears deeply and personally involved. And yet, it ia 
not enough merely to recognize the Narrator's presence in FO. This st~ 
attempts to examine some of the implications of this presence." 

Hannay, Margaret Patterson. Rehabilitations: C.S.Lewis' Contribution to ~ 
Understanding of Spenser and Milton. State University of New York at AlbMr 
1976. DAI, 37:l564A. Order No. 76-19,665, 400 pages. "At a time when alle
gory was scorned as 'medieval,' Spenser was dismissed as 'charming,' ud 
studies of Milton were largely relegated to the 'sonorous organ music' of 
his proper names, C.S. Lewis began a rehabilitation of their critical r.
putations. His pronouncements on allego~~, symbol and myth have genera~ 
a controversy which has redefined and given new value to the whole ge~ 
of allegory. In The Allegorg of Love Lewis set up the Art/Nature disti~ 
tion between the Bower of Bliss and the Garden of Adonis which provoked 
serious reevaluation of Spenser's philosophic and moral purpose. Host 
critics (including Lewis himself in his later years) now find the pr~ 
correspondence between the Bower and the Temple of Venus as illustratiD9 
a concordant versus a discordant relationship of Art and Nature. HOW"'''' 
Lewis undeniably provided the impetus which led to a gradual reawakeniD9 
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to this larger relationship, and also established the Sterility/Fertility 
ODDtrast as the operative distinction between Bower and Garden. On the 
~ question of Neoplatonic content in FO, Lewis changed his position 
~ an original agreement with Stirling that any seemingly Philosophic 
ODDtent was actually an Elizabethan commonplace, to agreement with Ellrodt 
tbat Platonism (carefully defined) informs the spirit of the poem. In his 
tiDal years, Lewis found the study of Spenser's iconography immensely ' re-

lding. Though he was primarily dependent upon written work rather than 
OD actual paintings, Lewis was among the first to apply the emblematic 
~ltlon to detailed study of a single image in FO. Lewis' most signifi
ClAt contribution to Spenser studies was to provoke other scholars into 
a close 8tudy of a poem which had been long patronized for its 'pretti
...... Lewis was among the first to restore to us the teacher whom Milton 
tGalld to be as 'sage and serious' as Aquinas." 

.Jacbon, Richard Paul. The Approach in Time: A Study of the Romance EpiCS 
at Ar1osto, Spenser and Byron. Yale University, 1976. DAI: 37:4337A. Order 
110. 76-30,243, 213 pages. "The focus of this dissertation is upon the way 
::: raa&nce epic world functions in OF, FO and Don Juan with respect to 
allaprocess through which series of rapidly occurring incidents are assi
posat~ into evolving patterns of history ••• My point of departure in each 
(or 328 a central approach episode: Bradamante's journey towards Ruggiero 
joarn -36) I Britanart's journey towards Artegall (FO V.iv-vii) I and Lambro's 
bslDq flY towards Juan and Haidee (W II-IV). The character or characters 
I*Ided approached have attempted to isolate themselves in temporally sus
.ic ~tates. The approach itself describes that central movement in an 
at the Ire local events and standards are revaluated gradually in terms 
CUDtinua~~edvorld ?f consequences, the larger perspective that is the 

y evelop1ng history of the poem." 

.Jc:Rdaa, Con8tance E ha 
~. Yale ., nc, nted Ground: Vi,lion and Perspective in Renaissance 
PI9 ... ·por kn~n~vers1ty, 1976. DAI, 37:4337-38A. Order No. 76-30,246, 329 
geDerally prob~~:,WhO quest in the great forests of romance, vision is 
cliBtinqui8h th 1C I they pass over 'enchanted ground' where they must 
Of a Veiled tr:t~prrent from the true ••• In FQ, the quest for the discovery 

poet's quest f and the unmasking of falsehood) becomes an analogue to 
ill fact, this qu or a perfectly truthful language for his 'history.' And 
truth (of Una, O:s~hends the poem: while in Book I an essentially timeless 
or poetry of th e New Jerusalem) is faithfully mirrored in the glass 
at 81Ich represe~t:~~~~~: "in Books VI and VII it is increasingly incapable 

~, Jaaes Campbell .. 
71n The Faerie Qu' Natures fruitfull progenyes": A Study of Genera

Of· 7-973, 162 page ee~e. Emory University, 1976. DAI, 37:4372A. Order 
pr~eation that s. The ,present study investigates the various aspects 
t1 ana within the appear 1n FQ and attempts to explain their individual 

on, on three reln:t~ral order. Spenser presents procreation, or gen-
tal biol~. a e levels of complexity: generation in terms of a. -.,.z, generatio ' 

a diVine for ' n ref1ned by concepts of human love, and gener-
ce 1n mortal history. Following a chapter of intro-
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duction, these three levels of generation, as well as their cor 
passages in the poem, are discussed and explained in individualr~:pond~ 
A final chapter on MutC reveals the effect of Spenser's late pe ~~ter •• 
his vision of natural generation." Ss 1_ "'-

Pendergrast, John. England as the City of God and the Third Troy i 
III. University of Toronto, 1976. "The concern of FO with histo~F~
with nationalism is not episodic but pervasive; Spenser intends h' 
to be to England what The Aeneid had been to Rome. At the same t~ POIIa 
wished to picture the virtues as universals, not as peculiarities :' he 
British temperament. One consequence of this dual concern was an °t ~ 
to establish in the first three books of the poem a historical_naatit~t 

b onll. istic perspective on the virtues described in su sequent books. Virt 
was ~een to have a special British relevance, if not an exclusively B~ 
content The general moral and historical framework of FO is best elu ~da 
by St. Augustine. His City of God is shown not to be, as popularly ~l teA 
doctrinally opposed to earthly glory; there is abundant eVidence that 1 
Englishmen in spenser's time sa~ no difficulty in imagining Gloriana's 
realm as a potential earthly embodiment of the heavenly city. Spenser' 
poem is also informed by Augustine's conception of Rome (and of Roman • 
virtue) as glorious, good, but radically incomplete. England, as a ~ 
Troy, was not simply to succeed Raue, but was to perfect it, fulfilling 
its promise by transmuting its virtue into a Christian form, much as U. 
New Testament perfected the Old. Book I is an allegory of universal spi
ritual history; Book II is one of Roman virtue, and Book III one of Brit 
virtue. Britomart is canpared with Guyon and found simultaneously to 
fulfill and transcend his virtue." 

Purvis, Tomsye Dale. A study of Spenser's Fowre Hymnes. university of 
Tennessee, 1976. DAI, 37:2900A. Order No. 76-24,853, 185 pages. "Spenser 
explores one of the great commonplaces of Renaissance poets and philo
sophers, the redeeming power of love and beauty. In his Fowre Hymnes, 
he develops this theme in yet another form, that of the classical hymn, 
which he both imitates and adapts for his own purposes. This fact of 
imitation, which offers a key to both the meaning and the artistry of 
the Hymnes, provides the perspective from which to study the individual 
poems and offers an approach to the problem of their unity ••• their 
uniformity of purpose and plan suggests a conscious attempt on the 
part of the poet to maintain a symmetry of form throughout the entire 
work, wiich is thus unified by design." 

To subscribe to Spenser Newsletter, please write to Spenser Newsletter, 
Department of English, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass 01002, 
U.S.A. 
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